POSITION TITLE: Care Team/Go Team: Go Team members will be a team comprised by the BDE Family Readiness Advisor to make initial assessment of family needs. Care Team members will enter the home after initial assessment to fulfill the needs of the family.

FIRST LINE SUPERVISOR: Commander or Rear-D Commander

PURPOSE: Offer short term emotional and logistical support to the families of a deceased or injured Soldier.

POSITION DESCRIPTION:

- Support the commands Family Readiness Goals
- First response team to meet with families of deceased or injured Soldiers as requested
- Provides comfort to the survivors
- Assess the need for meals, child care, home care and pet care for families
- Maintains confidentiality and stays within the purview of the position
- Participates in After-Action reviews of the Care Team following an activation

TIME REQUIRED:

- As needed, situations will vary

QUALIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL SKILLS:

- A desire to assist others during trauma
- Knowledge of community resources and crisis intervention
- Concern and empathy for others; calm under stress
- Maintain confidentiality

RECOMMENDED TRAINING:

- Care Team Training

*This position may require a Personal Owned Vehicle (POV) for only and specific FRG errands and/or functions. Any other use of POV while conducting FRG business will be considered personal and will not be covered under the AVC

* No Military Owned Vehicle (MOV) is required for this position
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